RU-tv Stories
What's one interesting fact about yourself?
I've had five internships in college: a PR internship with inBLOOM Communications, The Rachael Ray Show,
News 12 New Jersey, "7 On Your Side" at WABC-TV and now I am currently interning at NBC News.
What is your role at RU-tv? What does it entail?
I host the LIVE morning show "Wake Up Rutgers" and I am a Segment Producer. As a host, it's my job to be
lively, bring our viewers the weather and talk about all things Rutgers. As a Segment Producer, I write my own
scripts and produce promos, PSA's and various packages for the network. It's a very hands on job and I am
thankful I have it.
Why did you choose to work at RU-tv?
I chose to work at RU-tv because it not only relates to my major, but my long term goals. I want to be an on air
reporter/news anchor someday and produce, so this is a great learning experience to prepare me for my
career.
Why did you choose to come to Rutgers?
I transferred from UMASS Amherst, but I am originally from New Jersey. I didn't give Rutgers a chance since I
lived so close. But, Rutgers ended up being more convenient for me and now I will never look back. The
opportunities I have been given here and the friends I have made are amazing and I wouldn't change it for the
world. Everything happens for a reason!
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What do you hope to do after you graduate?
After I graduate, I hope to start as on air reporter and eventually come back to NYC or LA as an anchor for a
news network, a morning show or even end up as a entertainment reporter. The possibilities are endless! So,
we will see.
How will your work at RU-tv help you in the future?
Everything I am currently doing at RU-tv right now I will be doing in the future. Once I leave Rutgers, I will
already feel prepared to tackle producing, editing and reporting because of RU-tv.
What is your favorite part about working at RU-tv?
There are so many things I love about RU-tv. I would say everyone I work with is so lively and they all are
passionate about television and entertainment just like I am. It's great to surround yourself with people who
love the same thing as you.

